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Thursday, February 24, 19S3 The Dally 
Eastern News 
will be colder, with highs in the mid-
30s, with a 60 percent chance of 
snow early. Thursday night will be 
clearing and colder, with lows in the 
teens. 
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'Single file!' 
Kindergarten and first grade students. from Carl 
Sandburg School visited Eastern Wednesday . The 
children were inivited to participate in a program 
sponsored by a drama class . (News photo by Brian 
Ormiston)  
·senate supports pass4ai/Changes 
by Marc Pacatte 
Proposals which would give students more time to 
sign up to take a class pass-fail and would allow a 
grade of A received in a class taken pass-fail to be put 
on students' transcripts were approved by the Stu­
dent Senate.Wednesday. 
No official action will result from the senate's vote 
to support the proposed revisions. However,. Senate 
Speaker Glenn Good urged senators to attend 
Thursday's meeting of the Council on Academic Af­
fairs to voice their opinions on the pass-fail pro­
posals. CAA members are scheduled to discuss the 
proposed policy changes at that meeting. 
Currently, students are allowed two class days to 
decide whether to take a class pass-fail. The proposed 
change would extend that time to the 1 Oth class day. 
If the second change is approved, students receiv­
ing an A in a course they elected to take pass-fail 
would ,have the A grade recorded i1Hheir permanent 
records. 
Addres�ing the senate, Dean .of the College of Arts. 
and Sciences Jon Laible said the proposal "is an idea 
not unique to this university," and added the changes 
"came as a result of our exau1ining policies at other 
schools." 
Laible, .who worked with the Arts and Sciences 
Student Advisory Committee on the proposed · 
changes, said, "I like the idea, students like the 
idea," but faculty members he has spoken with ex­
pressed reservations about the changes. 
"I can't imagine that the CAA will be too excited 
about the idea," Laible added. 
He said the reason he recommends changing the 
grading procedure is to give students the incentive to 
"go for an A" in classes being taken pass-fail. 
"If this encourages someone to try something dif­
ferent, that's good," Laible said. 
Student Body President Terry Teele said, "This is 
something that has been needed for a long time," 
and added he "encouraged" the senate to support 
the changes. 
· 
Senators will be circulating petitions to gather stu­
dent signatures in support of the proposed pass-fail 
changes, which will be presented to the CAA at 2 
p.m. Thursday in the Union addition Arcola-Tuscola 
room. 
Washington win surprises teachers 
by H.E. Meeker· 
Two Eastern political science instructors expressed 
surprise Wednesday at results of Tuesday's Chicago 
Democratic primary-resuits that may enable Harold 
Washington to become Chicago's first black mayor. 
According to Associated Press reports, incumbent 
Jane Byrne, who finished . 32,810 votes behind 
Washington in the three-way race that drew a record 
1.2 million voters, announced she would seek no re­
count and pledged to support Washington in the 
April mayoral election. 
Richard M. Daley, Cook County state's attorney 
and eldest son of the city's- most famous political 
family, finished third. He also pledged to back the 
winner. 
Eastern political science instructor Andrew McNitt 
said, "Yes, I was surprised. Though three-way races 
are hard to predict, it was surprising that Washington 
pulled it out." 
Joe Connelly, political science instrucwr and Coles 
County Democratic chairman, said, "I was pleased 
by the results and believe the blacks in Chicago have 
had limited access to the political system for too 
long." 
McNitt said the results showed "a definite 
dissatisfaction with Byrne." 
"If things had gone better for Byrne, then this 
election may not have been so close," McNitt said. 
Both instructors said they were not surprised that 
Byrne and Daley . have decided to support 
Washington. 
McNitt said he believes the Chicago Democratic 
political machine has to support Washington because 
with him "it will get something and with a 
Republican it will get nothing.'' 
He added Washington is not necessarily anti­
machine, as Byrne was in the 1 979 mayoral race 
against then-incumbent Michael A. Bilandic. 
Connelly agreed. and said Washington probably 
will win the April mayoral election. 
However, McNitt said because Washington is 
black, he may not be assured of victory. McNitt add­
ed that race is always an underlying issue in Chicago 
politics and will be in the April election. 
But AP reported that two out of three whites ques­
tioned in an AP-WMAQ TV election poll said the 
fact Washington is black was of little or no impor­
tance in their choice of candidates in the Democratic 
primary. 
------
BOG decides. 
to delay vote 
on tuition rate 
by Madeleine Doubek 
Due to the uncertainty surrounding the state 
budget and tax structure, a decision regarding next 
year's tuition rates has been postponed and will not 
be voted on at Thursday's Board of Governor's 
meeting. 
The BOG, Eastern's controlling board, was 
scheduled to set tuition and fee rates for next year at 
its meeting in-Chicago, but Thomas Layzell, deputy 
executive director for fiscal affairs, said tuitioG ac­
tion was deferred "because of the uncertainty of 
what the fiscal year 1984 budget is going to be and 
the fate of Gov. Thompson's tax proposals." . 
Layzell said all the higher educati�n controlling 
boards in the state opted to delay setting tuition and 
fee rates. 
Eastern President Daniel E. Marvin said Tuesday 
the advantages of postponing a tuition decision 
outweigh the disadvantages. · 
Marvin said it is advantageous "not to put tuition 
out on a platter too early, so others can say 'look, 
they're gonna raise their own money."' If tuition 
rates were announced while the condition of the state 
budget is uncertain, state ·officials could assume 
universities hoped to raise their own funds through 
tuition hikes, and therefore might deny schools a 
funding increase. 
· 
Delaying a tuition decision "gives us the oppor­
tunity to see the governor's budget strategically," 
Marvin added. 
Marvin said the disadvantage of the postponement 
is that it delays information to students and parents 
and shortens the period they have to plan for financ­
ing college. 
Layzell said the BOG will discuss tuition, but ac­
tion will probably not be taken until next month. 
Also at the meeting, Layzell said, BOG Executive 
Director Donald Walters will present the FY 84 
operations appropriation bill for action. The bill 
states the Illinois Board of Higher Education's 
recommended level of funding for all BOG schools 
for next year. 
· 
Layzell said BOG trustees must take action on the 
bill since state law requires systems to present their 
budget plans to the Illinois General Assembly by 
March 4. 
After the bill is introduced, the legislature will hold 
hearings on tht! budgets throughout the spring and a 
final appropriation must be approved by the General 
Assembly and the governor by the beginning of FY 
84 in July. 
In other action, Marvin will request $79.8 thou­
sand to implement a Waterloo Interactive Data Job 
Entry Terminal System in Eastern's computer 
system. 
Marvin said WIDJET's "purpose is to speed up · 
and improve processing for business students" work­
ing on computer terminals. 
The University Apartments north building, An­
drews Hall and the north wing of Carman Hall will 
all be reroofed if Marvin's request for $81 .7 thou­
sand is approved by BOG trustees. 
The BOG will meet at 9 a.m. Thursday in the 
. Beasley Conference Center at Chicago State Univer­
sity. 
Inside-
Rough road ahead! 
Students are facing tuition hikes and decreas­
ed higher education funding from federal and 
state governments. What does the future hold 
for students and for higher education? 
seepages 
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Associated Press 
News Round-Up 
EPA inspector general fired 
WASHINGTON-The .inspector general of the En­
vironmental Protection Agency was fired Wednesday, and 
perhaps a half dozen other officals will be forced out shortly, 
a congressmen investigating the agency said. 
Rep. James H. Scheuer, D-N.Y., said Inspector General 
Matthew Novick was fired by the Reagan adn:inistration 
shortly after Novick released an audit critjcal of the agency's 
handling of its financial records. 
"He was jettisoned," Scheuer said at a hastily called news 
conference. "He was asked very nicely to walk the plank." 
Scheuer also said that, based on information he received 
from people insiae the EPA and the White House, as many as 
a half dozen other EPA employees were being ordered out in 
a mass firing Scheuer called "the Wednesday afternoon 
m�ssacre.'' 
Urges PIK program-- Thompson 
SPRINGFIELD-Gov. James R. Thompson asked 
members of the Illinois congressional delegation Wednesday 
to help remove snags in tax laws that could discourage 
farmers from taking part in the new Payment-In-Kind pro­
gram. 
"I am fearful that the level of participation needed to suffi­
ciently limit production will be hampered by tax problems 
associated with the program,'' Thompson said in a letter to II.: 
linois members of the U.S. House Ways and Means Commit­
tee. 
Project Democracy criticized 
WASHINGTON-President Reagans's $65 million pro­
gram to promote democracy around the world was unveiled 
to Congress on Wednesday, but skeptical congressmen said it 
was a bad idea that could create enemies, not friends. 
Members of a House subcommittee criticized "Project 
Democracy" as too vague, questioned whether the ad­
ministration would promote democracy in friendly as well as 
unfriendly countries, and predicted that most non-democratic 
governments would view the program as an attempt to 
subvert them. 
Saudis to OPEC: lower oil prices 
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP)-Saudi Arabia 
and its Persian Gulf oil allies-the biggest pro­
ducing bloc in the world- agreed Wednesday to 
cut their $34 base price and warned- OPEC to 
follow suit or face an all-out price war. 
The ammount of the cut was not given, but the 
ministers were reported considering a slash of up 
to $7 per 42-gallon barrel. Each $1 drop in the 
price per barrel could mean a 2. and one-half 
cent-a-gallon saving at the pump. 
Saudi Oil Minister Ahmed Zaki Yamini said 
the agreement to cut the price was reached in a 
two-day meeting among Saudi Arabia, the 
United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar and Iraq. 
Yamini threatened the gulf producers would 
throw their "full weight" into the market unless 
·OPEC agreed to a collective reduced price and a 
new market-sharing formula. 
Unlike the shocks of soaring oil prices in the 
1970s, the falling prices oil prices are expected to 
pump new life into the world economy. But it 
will produce some problems as well. 
While the fortunes of many oil-exporting na-
tions would be damaged by a big drop in oil 
prices, industrailizedc .countries. _and. he.wily in­
debted developing nations stand to benefit hand­
somely, economists say. 
Economists at New York's Morgan Guaranty 
Trust Co. calculate that a $5 a barrel drop in oil 
prices would save the United States $27 billion a 
year and would reduce the nation's trade deficit 
by $8 billion. The Consumer Price Index would 
be lowered by 1 percent within a year, and in­
terest rates might be reduced, the bank said. 
The best guesses of U.S. analysts are that 
world oil prices will drop- to a range of $27 to $30 
within a few weeks, possibly sooner. 
Mana Saeed Oteiba of the United Arab 
Emirates predicted that OPEC would hold an 
emergency meeting next week in Vienna or 
Geneva. 
He said if no acceptable agreement were work­
ed out Arab gulf members of OPEC "would 
reduce unilaterally the prices of their crudes, at 
larger rates than they would have accepted within 
OPEC." 
Warfare in El Salvador picks up 
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP)-Leftist 
rebels are picking up the pace of their guerrilla 
war against the U.S.-backed government, strik­
ing more often and in bigger numbers since Jan. 
1. 
estimated 42,000 lives. 
Well-placed sources in the Salvadoran capital 
say the United States is stepping up its pressure 
on the government to change tactics or risk los­
ing the war. 
"The peaks and valleys in the guerrillas' cam- "The army is reacting better than it was a year 
paign are close together now, " says a Western ago," said the Western military observer. "But 1 
military observver in this Central American think the guerrillas are improving faster than the 
country. _army." Estimates of the number of armed guer­
"Before, there would be a major guerrilla rillas vary from 4,000 to 7,000. 
uprising, then a lull, then it would be the govern- Most areas where the guerrillas make major 
ment's turn," said the observer, who spoke on drives are not patroled regularly by government 
condition he not be identified. "The guerillas are forces, a factor American advisers in El Salvador 
orchestrating their offensive more often than say is a big contributor to guerrilla gains. 
before." The Americans are advocating more small-unit 
But it is uncertain which side is ahead in the patrols, especially' at night, to beat the guerrillas 
40-month-long civil war that has claimed an at their own game. 
· 
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Pass-fail policy conservative-survey Three choirs 
to be featured 
at free concert 
by Audrey B. Dumentat 
A recent s�rvey of senior Illinois 
public universities indicated Eastern's 
current pass-fail policy is conservative 
in the period of time allowed for a stu� 
dent to slibmit pass-fail requests, Col­
lege of Arts and Sciences Dean Jon 
Laible said. 
In accordance with the survey 
results, the College of Arts and 
Sciences Student Advisory Committee 
proposed a revision of Eastern's pass­
fail option, which will be discussed 
Thursday by the Council on Academic 
Affairs. 
CAA chairman David Buchanan 
said he does not anticipate a vote on 
the proposal this week because he 
wants to be certain that "everyone has 
their say in the issue.'' 
Buchanan added the pass-fail policy 
issue is brought to the CAA about 
every two years because it is an item 
with which students are not pleased. 
The pass-fail proposal requests that 
the period during which pass-fail re­
quests can be submitted be changed 
from the second class day to the 10th 
class day. 
The committee's proposal stated the 
current period of two class days is "so 
brief that in some instances the class in 
question has not met even once before 
a pass-fail decision must be made." 
Laible said the survey, which was 
done by members of the student ad- · 
visory committee, revealed that some 
universities allow up to six or eight 
weeks for accepting pass-faU requests. 
However, Laible said most of the 
universities surveyed specified the 10th 
class day as the last day to submit re­
quests. Only a few, including Eastern, 
use the last day of add-drops as the 
pass-fail deadline. 
�n addition, the student advisory 
committee proposed that a student 
who earns a grade of A in a course 
taken as pass-fail have the A grade 
recorded on his permanent records. 
Laible said this part of the proposal 
was designed as an "incentive to the 
student doing well" in a class taken 
pass-fail. 
The student advisory committee's 
survey revealed this A-F-P grading 
system currently · is in effect at 
Southern Illinois University­
Carbondale for pass-fail courses, Lai­
ble said. 
The survey also indicated Eastern 
was conservative in placing a 12-hour · 
limit on the total number of hours 
which can be taken pass-fail while a 
student is an undergraduate, Laible 
said. 
In addition, the survey showed most 
universities, including Eastern, have a 
one-course limit on the number of 
pass-fail option courses that can be 
taken per semester. 
The CAA will further discuss the 
issue when it meets at 2 p.m. Thursday 
in the Union addition Arcola-Tuscola 
room. 
A Choral Ensemble Concert 
featuring the talents of three dif­
ferent student choirs will be 
presented Thursday night. 
Anita Webster of the music 
·department said the mixed choir 
will perform a mixture of songs 
under the direction of conductor 
John Maharg. The concert choir 
will be conducted by Robert E. 
Snyder, with the exception of one 
piece being conducted by graduate 
student Patty Cunningham. 
James Brinkman will conduct 
the Cecilian -singers in a range of 
classical pieces. 
The free concert will be per­
formed at 8 p.m. Thursday in 
Dvorak Concert Hall in the Fine 
Arts Center. 
Liquor commission tQinterpret survey 
Red Cross collects 
433 pints of blood, 
by Gene O'Shea 
The Charleston Liquor Advisory 
Commission will hold a public hearing 
at 5:15 p.m. Thursday to review a draft 
finding of fact based on the results of a 
recent survey regarding the licensing of 
package liquor stores. 
· 
The draft finding of fact, which 
reports_results of the survey and makes 
recommendations on that basis, was 
drawn up by Larry Stoever, Charleston 
City Planner. It· recommends that a 
new category with four liquor licenses 
be created. 
This category would restrict sales to 
package liquor, not allowing sale of 
alcohol by the drink as a Class A 
package sales license allows. 
The new licenses would allow "the 
retail sale of package liquor within 
grocery stores and drug stores where · 
drug stores are an integral part or por­
tion of a grocery store." 
According to the draft, a drug store 
in combination with a grocery store 
"would generally be more adequately 
designed, staffed and equipped" for 
retail packaged liquor sales. 
Stoever's draft finding of fact was 
drawn from a survey which found that 
the majority of Charleston residents 
surveyed favored the sale of retail 
More states are balancing fiscal 
budgets with tax hikes-experts 
by The Associated Press 
Faced with their worst money woes 
since the Depression, an unprecedented 
number of states are turning to budget 
balancing tactics that fiscal experts 
warn could lead to declining state 
credit and, in the long run, higher tax­
es. 
Budget experts agree that such finan­
cial and accounting quick-fixes have 
reached epidemic proportions. 
The states are using several tactics. 
In the last year, at least six-Indiana, 
Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, 
Nebraska and New York-have 
delayed payment of state income tax 
refunds. 
A seventh, California, is scrambling 
to borrow from banks to avoid issuing 
IOUs to taxpayers. A compromise bill 
to overcome a $ 1.5 billion budget gap 
also would carry over part of that 
deficit into next year, and speed up col­
lection of $640 million in taxes. 
Other states, Michigan, Kansas and 
Indiana among them, are delaying or 
postponing aid payments to local 
governments or school districts. Col­
orado lawmakers avoided a con­
stitutionally barred deficit at the end of 
the 1982 fiscal year by postponing until 
July the state's June payment of $30 
million to 18 1 school districts. 
Illinois has moved up utility tax col­
lections to bring in $34 million and is 
considering delays in tax refunds and 
reimbursements to doctors, hospitals 
and others who provide health care to 
the poor. 
The tactics are alike in one way: they 
borrow from the future to solve to­
day's problems. 
Such tactics can, and in some cases 
already have, harmed state credit 
ratings. States then have to pay higher 
fees to borrow-and most make up the 
difference with higher taxes. 
� Toaite at TED'S fJ 'r,2.�� !:b�!��ha��!:!.'!:!Er�!!��'' 
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package liquor in grocery stores and 
. drug stores. 
Osco Drug Inc. had requested that 
the city council review the 1959 liqour 
ordinance which does not allow retail 
package liquor sales in grocery and 
drug stores. 
The draft will be used for discussion 
by commission members, Valerie 
Averill, the commission's student 
representative, said. 
The Liquor Advisory Commission's 
meeting is scheduled for the City 
Council Chambers in the Muncipal 
Building, 520 Jackson Ave. 
total climbs to 1,260 
The 433 pints of blood collected 
Wednesday during Eastern's Red 
Cross blood drive brings the three-day 
total to 1,260 pints-490 pints below 
the drive goal of 1" 750 pints. 
General blood drive chairman Sandy 
Beard said, "We had about 500 people 
come to give blood today, but we had 
to turn down about 67 of them, mostly 
due to low iron in their blood." · 
"We really had a good turnout for a 
Wednesday. This has normally been a 
rather slow day (in past drives)," 
Beard said. 
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Gymnastics 'solution' no solution Your turn 
Eastern's gymnastics club members should not 
have given t,ip their struggle against .the loss of a 
substantial amount of their practice space. 
While club members did begin a positive fight 
last semester when their practice area in the 
Lantz Building was reduced to 30 percen"t of its 
original size to allow weightlifting equipment to be 
moved into the remaining 70 percent of the room, 
they have since given up that fight. They have 
simply resigned themselves to the fact they no 
longer have space to work out. 
Although the club members had some difficult 
obstacles to overcome, they should have stood 
their ground. 
But fault does not lie only with the gymnasts. 
Eastern officials did not handle the conflict 
between the weightlifters and gymnasts well, 
although Walter Lowell, dean of the School of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, has 
taken credit for creating a satisfactory "solution.'' 
Lowell's "solution" is, in effect, no solution at 
all. The gymnasts have simply turned to other 
sports to retain fitness. But most have been forc­
ed to give up their area of skill which took a long 
time to develop and should not be thrown away. 
Our officials used popularity as a scale for judg­
ing the designation of practice space-the judg­
ment was not a fair one: 
Editorial Gay letters miss issue 
Editor: 
This is in response to the two recent 
letters concerning gays at Eastern. 
What Lowell has hailed as a "compromise" is First , it seems necessary to dismiss 
actually an end to the argument because the gym- any possible accusations of "forcing 
nasts were not persistent in their fight. views , "  or of in any way putting down other individuals or groups who may Giving up gymnastics to turn to other athletic have differing opinions,  for this is not 
activities is not an answer to the problem. When intended. 
one group of students gives up a fight fot its The issue at hand is not whether 
rights, it sets a dangerous precedent for the rest homosexuality exists at Eastern, 
of campus. . whether it should exist or even who is 
The gymnasts quit fighting against the in1·ustice. gay and who is not . The issue is the lack of acknowledgement and defen-
because they believed they were fighting a losing siveness by the heterosexual com-
battle. They were shuffled between Lowell, munity. 
Eastern President Daniel E. Marvin and the Stu- The stereotypes of the "nail-
dent Senate but were never given any answers. gnawing" gay female and the "limp-
Waiting until the controversy died down was the· wristed" gay male are outdated, un· . . . substantial and absurd. simplest avenue �or Marvin, Lowell and t�e senate As a gay student , 1 can honestly say 
to take. They might have been forced into con- - that the overwhelming majority of gays 
sidering alternative plans had the gymnasts con- are comparable to what straight people 
tinued to voice their displeasure, but the gym- consider "normal . "  
nasts also chose an easy path. We don't wish to f<?r�e. oursel.ves 
The club members have not hurt only upo� �nyone, alt�ou�h 1t 1s increasing-. . . . . ly d1ff1cult to maintain a healthy per-themselves by n:1ainta1rnng silence. As long as no sonal identity on a campus where no 
one bothers to protest the inequities which exist consideration or acceptance is offered 
at Eastern, no one will bother to see that those in- and in a town where there is nowhere 
equities are wiped out. to exist freely and comfortably as our 
"selves." 
..,�f GYMNASiics ROOM? 
-r: BRODERICKO Insults and putdowns directed at ·n+ED41LYfAsrt:"l?NEWS gays are unwelcome and unnecessary expressions of needless fears. 
A l t h o u g h h e t e r o s e x u a l s  can 
OH, I 'v� 1AKEN CARE OF 
1l1AT PROBLEM,I 
haphazardly project negative attitudes 
and carelessly direct n egligent com­
ments· toward gay human beings, the 
problems of restriction, discrimination 
and bigotry must be faced by gays 
every day. 
Because 1 0 percent of a given 
population is gay, the gay students, 
faculty and residents of Charleston, in 
numbers greater than straight people 
would like to admit, deserve equality in ' Otreatment and consideration .  
�m='7t:::::.Y"fa'VP� An example. of the restrictions we 
� 
\ feel is the fact that the end of this letter 
must read "Name withheld by re­
quest . "  
What financial aid 'valid.ation' really means Name Withheld by Request No fooling on spelling 
(Editor's note: The following column Is the fourth in a five­
part series on financial aid.) . 
"My , student aid report says I have been selected for 
validation ,"  a student said to me last fal l ,  adding,  "whatever 
that-means . "  
Eitl'\er the 11.J.S.  Department o f  Education o r  Eastern may 
select you for a process called validation . This means you 
will .be asked to prove that what you reported on your ap­
plication is correct. In 1983-84, Eastern will request all 
students applying for financial aid to complete the validation 
process. 
In tile validation process you must verify your income, 
federal income tax paid and, sometimes, you or your 
parents' 1982 Social Security benefits . You. may be asked 
to verify other items such as your status as "dependent" or 
"self-supporting," your household size, or the assets you 
have. You may also be asked to supply certain documents 
in addition to the signed copies of income tax returns from 
you and your parents-for example, medical bills to to verify 
medical/dental expenses listed on your form but not itemiz­
ed on yo\,lr tax return . If there are more in the household 
size than exemptions claimed on the tax return , you will be 
asked to give additonal information concerning the 
household. 
And, if the information on any of these documents con­
flicts with what you have reported on your application , you 
may be required to provide additional information . Three ex­
amples of such conflicts between the tax return and the 
financial statement are: high interest shown but no savings 
Aid advice: 
. . SueMcKenna 
l isted, business/farm income shown but no business/farm 
assets, and rental property l isted but no value given on the 
financial statement for other real estate . 
Because the ISSC uses the same financial statement as 
the Pell Grant in-determining monetary grant recipients, the 
ISSC established the requirement that no student selected 
for validation could receive the ISSC award until the valida­
tion of the student's Student Aid R�port was completed. 
As a service to students, Eastern permits th�m to use 
their ISSC awards temporarily in the fall to give them a 
chance to complete the validation process before sup­
plemental fee bills are mailed. 
Once we have received the documents and determined 
that the information reported on your SAR is accurate, we 
will pay the financial aid award to you . If any of the informa­
tion is inaccurate , we will require that you correct it and 
have the Student Aid Report reprocessed before you are 
paid any financial aid. 
The validation process is essential in making sure that the 
funds go to those students for whom they were intended. 
Tomorrow: what to do if you find out you're not eligible for 
financial aid. 
· 
-Sue McKenna is director of Eastern's Offic'3 of Financial 
Aids. 
Editor: 
Because it is too early for April Fool's 
Day jokes , I'll believe that Barbara 
Brewer really exists. -
What elation I felt upon learning that 
someone on the News' staff values 
correct spelling! Her column in the 
Feb. 1 r issue suggests that she is 
capable also of organized writing and 
good punctuation. It is nearly too much 
to believe that she understands the 
correct usages of the apostrophe. 
Right on, Barbara! Write on! Can you 
spare some time for proo,freading the 
copy on other pages of the News? 
Alan R. Aulabaugh 
Letter.policy 
The name and phone number of at 
least one author must be submitted 
with each letter to the editor. Letters 
submitted without a name (or with a 
pseudonym) or without a phone 
number or other means of verifying 
authorships will not be published. 
Names will be withheld on request. 
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Higher Ed�C@..t ion : where is it headed? 
St udent wallets may em pty 
to provide n eeded fu ndi ng 
How much. more can you afford?. This student's 
wallet Jlas cash in it now, but lf tuition continues on 
its recent upward surge,  students may have to 
face near-empty wallets at the expense of gaining 
their education . (News photo by Madeleine 
. Doubek) 0 
by Audrey B. Dumentat in Illinois' FY 83 General Revenue 
College -students in Illinois have Fund. 
had to dig deeper into their wallets To help offset the projected 
for money to help resolve higher shortfall, Gov. Jim Thompson 
education funding problems in the recently required Illinois higher 
past, and that trend may- cpntinue education institutions to place 2 
in the future. percent of their FY 83 budgets into 
Due to a tuition freeze during a reserve. Thompson then . pro­
the mid 1970s, increased funding posed a $2 billion tax increase in 
was difficult to maintain in several February to help prevent further 
- areas such as salaries, equipment cuts in next year's state budget. 
replacement, library resources and Because of uncertainty about the 
facility repair, Illinois Board of outcome of Thompson's tax pro­
Higher Education Executive Direc- posal, the Board of Governors and 
tor Richard Wagner said. other controlling boards have 
In addition, during the past 10 postponed any decision on FY 84 
years the Illinois higher education- tuition rates. 
system has received little extra fun- · Although the tuition decision 
ding from state tax revenue to help eventually made will probably in­
offset these "accumulated defi- volve a raise in rates for students, 
ciencies," .Wagner said. on the average Illinois ranks about 
To provide the extra revenue third lowest in tuition rates among 
necessary to resolve these pro- the Midwest states that also in­
blems, the Illinois higher education elude Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, 
system "needs an infusion of addi- Minnesota, Ohio and Wisconsin 
tional funding," Wagner said. Within Illinois, BOG univer­
. And in recent years, that addi- sities have the second lowest tui-
tional funding has been provided tion rates, while Board. of Regents 
by increased tuition rates. universities, which include Illinois 
Since 1978, average tuition for State, Northern, and Sangamon 
Illinois public universities has in- State universities, have the lowest 
creased from $535 to $820, or ap- rates of tuition. 
proximately 53.3 percent. · Vance Grant, · head of the 
Wagner said fiscal year 1984 tui- statistical information _office of the 
tion for Illinois universities could National. Center for Education 
increase more than last year's 10 Statistics in Maryland, said Illinois 
percent average hike due to a re- tuition rates rank in the middle na­
cent projected $455 million deficit tionwide . 
He added the most expensive 
states for tuition are generally 
found in the Northeast, while the 
least expensive tuition states are 
usually located in the South. 
Even though Illinois ' tuition 
rates probably will remain a com­
parative bargain nationwide, 
Eastern Vice President for StuJent 
Affairs Glenn Williams said in­
creasing tuition rates could have a 
negative effect upon future enroll� 
ment. 
"Any time you raise the price, 
you are going to cut a certain part 
of the market out,'' Williams said. 
Wagner said although increasing 
tuition might adversely affect 
future enrollment, predictions are 
not easily made. 
He added the decision of 
whether to attend college is partly 
'iased upon the way each in­
c.'t ividual assesses the future. 
As the ecQnotny changes, in­
dividual priorities about how to 
spend money also change, Wagner 
said. In addition, 
changes· in tuition within the next 
few years could affect any predic­
tions about future enrollment, 
Wagner said. 
He added that although a high 
tuition increase remains a possibili­
ty for next year, a· large increase 
for FY 84 could have a stabilizing 
effect on tuition -in subsequent 
years. 
Economy affects college-bound students 
by Marc Pacatte 
As - seniors at several Illinois high 
schools choose the college they plan 
to attend, they will have to conside_r 
not only the school's reputation and 
the programs offered, but also the 
economy. 
In a random survey of high schools 
in various parts of the state, _high 
school counselors generally agreed 
the poor economy is play,j�g spme 
role in seniors' decisions about conti­
nuing their education. 
A counseling official at Hubbard 
High School in Chicago said the 
economy has had an effect on 
students' plans. 
"They're going to local schools, . 
and some are giving it (college) up 
because they can't afford room and 
board," he said. 
· Ken Gerrans, a guidance counselor 
at Naperville North High School, 
Naperville, said although he doesn't 
see the economy making a "big dif­
ference" in students' plans, a larger 
percentage of students from his 
school are deciding to attend Illinois 
schools rather than out-of-state 
schools and "more are looking at 
public versus private, too." 
He added "more and more are 
looking into _ financial aid than 
before." 
At Romeoville High School, 
Romeoville, counselor Nadine Tooley 
said a lot more students are going to 
two-year community colleges, a:nd 
because of the e_conomy "some are 
not going (to college) that might 
have." 
· 
She added finaneial aid "may 
make a ·difference" in students' col­
lege plans "if they don't get it." 
Lower birth rates cause en rollment decline 
by Madeleine Doubek of fishing poles," he noted. 
Classrooms and hallways at universities -Williams said the decline in high school graduates 
throughout Illinois and the nation may become is a result of a lower birth rate. He said fewer 
emptier over the next 10 years since enrollments are couples are choosing to have children and those 
expected to decline steadily. .who do are waiting until later in their marriage to 
Education officials said recently there are a have them. 
number of factors which are contributing to Grant said the nation's higher education 
declines in enrollment, but they cited a decline in enrollments peaked with "an all-time high" of 
the number of high school graduates as a main con- 12.37 million in fall 198 1. Preliminary figures from 
.tributor to the enrollment decrease. fall 1982 show a 0. 1 percent decline with a total 
Vance Grant, head of the statistical information enrollment of 1 2.35 million. 
office of the National Center for Education IBHE statistics from 1978 to 1982 show that total 
Statistics, said due to a decrease in the number of Illinois enrollment also was largest in 198 1, . with a 
college-aged students, he expects enrollments in full-time equivalent en_r:o_\lment of 483,607. FTE 
higher .education institutions nationwide to decrease enrollment decreased in 1982 by 0.3 percent with an 
continually until at least 1990. enrollment of 482,324. 
Richard Wagner, Illinois Board of Higher Educa- Public university FTE enrollment was highest in 
tion executive director, said Illinois figures are on 1 980 with 166,370 enrolled. Public FTE enrollment 
line with national trends and added in 1992 there decreased in both 1981 and 1982 by a total of 1.2 
will be 32 percent fewer high school graduates than percent. Public university enrollment for fall 1982 
there were in 1978. - was 164,457. 
Glenn Williams, Eastern's vice president for stu- Wagner said enrollments in Illinois private and 
dent affairs, said the smaller number of potential public universities have stabilized or declined slight­
college students still has to be distributed among the ly, while enrollment at community colleges "seems 
same number of · higher education institutions that to increase when unemployment increases," 
accomodated larger enrollments. Wagner said. 
· 
"There are fewer fish in the pond, but still a lot . Grant said increasing adult enrollment in com-
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 · 
3 
2 
I 
Wo o 
78 
Percen tage of �nrollment change 
79 80 81 81 
-------- Illinois totals 
------ Public universities 
munity colleges may offset the decline in college­
aged student enrollment. 
Wagner said, "I expect overall stabilization. But 
individual institutions which rely on college-aged 
students face increasing pressures.'' 
' 'Schools like Eastern will have to compete even 
more vigorously'" he added. 
Thursday's Classified ads P l ease report c lass1s1 fed errors 1mmed1ately at 58 1 · 2 8 1  2 .  A correct ad w i l l  appear 1n  the n e x t  edlt1on . U n less not 1 f 1ed . we cannot be responsible 
for  an 1ncon ect ad after i ts  f irst 1 n sert 1on 
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Services Offered 
FAST RESUME SERVICE.  
Seniors: your resume attracts 
more interest printed. Let us 
help your resume look profes­
sional. Low, low price. Wide 
selection of paper. Rardin 
Graphics, 617 18th Street . 
--------�·00 
Typing done . 90•/page. Will 
pick up and deliver paper. 24 
hour r�turn. Call Mike at 348-
5173 . 
________ 3/ 1  
Co-Ed hair styling - 7th and 
Lincoln, East of Old Main. Walk 
in or call 348- 7 8 1 8 .  
________ 2/25 
Need Typing Done? Call 
345-2 5 9 5  after 5 p . m .  
3/4 
Help Wanted 
OVERSEAS JOBS - Sum· 
mer/year roun d .  Europe , S .  
Arner . , Australia, Asia . All 
fields . $500-$ 1 200 monthly .  
Sightseein g .  Free info .  Write 
IJC Box 5 2-lb-3 Corona Del 
Mar,  CA 9 2 6 2 5 .  
________ 3/ 1 0  
Full  time road band now 
holding auditions for female 
vocalist and keyboard player's . 
For more info call 345-65 1 7 .  
________ 2/25 
Wanted 
Want a room? A car? A 
stereo? A job? Whatever you 
want,  check the Eastern News 
classified ads - they can help! 
_________coo� 
Rides/Riders 
Need a ride to and from the 
Belleville area Feb. 2 5 - 2 7 .  
Gas money. Call Nancy, 58 1 -
5480 . 
________ 2 / 2 5  
Girl needs ride t o  North 
Shore Area ( Lake Forest) . This 
weekend. $gas . Call Cathy 
348-5 5 7 7 .  
______ __,__2/2 4  
Need ride t o  Indiana Univer­
sity ( Bloomington ) .  Ga$ . Tony,  
3 4 5-9023.  
________ 2/24 
Whether you're offering or 
:coking for a job , check the 
help-wanted classifieds first -
they can help! 
cOOh 
Roommates 
2 females needed to share 4 
bedroom house near campus 
- own bedroom - details call 
345-6530. 
________ 3/2 
For Rent 
Rent a mini-storage as low as 
15 dollars per month .  Sizes 4 x 
12 up to 1 o x  22. Phone 345-
7746 
__________oo 
Three bedroom furnished 
house near campus, 955 4th 
St. $400/mo . Phone 345-
. 7 746 
__________ oo 
Private furnished rooms for 
men . $ 1  00 near square . Call 
345-7 1 7 1 between 1 0- 1 1 
and 5- 7 .  
__________ 00 
COMPU-RENT, Houses and 
apartments . Century 2 1 -Wood 
Real Estate. 345-44 7 2 .  
________5/6 
S U M M E R  O N LY o n e -
bedroom apartment, ideal for 
two . Phone 345-24 1 6 . 
_________ 3/4 
HOUSE FOR FIVE near cam­
pus. Phone 345-24 1 6 . 
_________2/25 
Large semifurnished apt . for 
summer sublease with fall op­
tion , 2 - 4  people, front and 
back porches, large backyard , 
only a 1 5 minute walk from 
campus. $240 a month . A 
great summer place ! Call 345· 
1 2 2 8 .  
________ 2/28 
S i n g l e  a p a r t m e n t  f o r  
sublease for the summer 
semester . Call 348-5850.  
_________2/28 
Nicely furnished 6-room 
house set up for four students. 
Well located in C harleston . 
Phone 345-3358 or, if no 
answer, 1 - 967-557 9 .  · 
_________3/8 
Have house close to campus 
- want to share with non­
smoking female.  348-5960. 
2/25 
For Sale 
' 7 4  B2 1 0  Datsun 2 4  MPG, 
runs wel l .  234- 8 1 4 1 . 
_________ 3/4 
Piccolo - $ 2 2 5 .  Flute , 1 0  
years old - $85.  Call Sandra, 
204 2 .  
_________ 2/24 
For Sale 
For Sale : Sharp 1964 Buick 
LeSabre - New Carb, shocks, 
exhaust system �d tires. 
Runs great. $750.-00 Call 
345-9345 
_________ 3/4 
Rotel RP400 turntable com­
plete with $60.00 styalists . 
$100.00 brand new ! 
________ 2/25 
Crager S/S Rims, 14", fits 
Ford or Dodge . $125. 1-465-
4496 after 5 :00.  Will Deliver . 
_________2/28 
Skier's Special: 165 cm 
Kneissel skiis, size 9 boots , 
1 50 Tyrolia bindings, Bar­
recrafter poles, used only 2 
seasons, call 348-789 7 .  
_________2/25 
For sale.  Tree ripened Texas 
Oran g e s  & R u by R e d  
Grapefruit .  This is t h e  best fruit 
of the year . $ 1 1 . 00 per case . 
1 block west of the Oakland 
High School .  Ralph & Bett� 
Hunt,  346-2 1 76 .  
_________ 2/25 
EIU jacket ; white with blue 
letters, size smal l ,  rarely worn . 
$ 2 0 .  Call after 3 : 30 .  345-
1 560.  
________ 2/25 
T u n e r  amp,  turntab l e ,  
speakers , $ 5 0  offer. Call 345· 
7 3 2 1 after 4 p . m .  
_________ 2/24 
Acoustic guitar , Yamaha FG-
3 7 5 ,  solid top, perfect condi­
tion . Call  Tonya, 5054 . 
. 2/28 
Lost and Found 
Stolen from Nut House Fri­
day , drab green London Fog 
coat . Would like it returned. No 
question asked . Kaz 2 2 3 5 .  
_________2/24 
LOST: Blue Mason C ity Hat 
at Weller Courts . If found,  call 
3 1 7 9 .  
________ 2/24 
LOST: Pair  of  eyeglasses in  
brown case . Call 2593.  
________2/24 
LOST: Beige Christian Dior 
windbreaker with SIU I D  and 
keys at Krackers Saturday . If 
found,  please call Chris at 
5 8 1 - 5 2 0 2 .  
_________ 2/24 
LOST: at Kracker's Tuesday 
( 2 /2 2 )  two blue satin Eastern 
jackets size XS. If found call 
58 1 · 5 7 6 7 .  No questions ask­
ed . Reward . 
_________ 2/28 Thursday's 
Dig estCrossword TV 
3:30 p.m. 
2-Happy Days Again 
9-Scooby-Doo 
1 0-BJ and the Bear 
1 5 , 2 0-Tom and J erry 
1 7 -Hour Magazine 
38-1 Love Lucy 
3:35 p.m. 
4-Leave it to Beaver 
4:00 p.m. 
2-CHiPs Patrol 
9-lncredible H ulk 
1 0-Little House on the 
Prairie 
1 2-Mister Rogers 
1 5 , 20-Brady Bunch 
3 8-Beverly H il lbi l l ies 
4:05 p.m. 
4-Brady Bunch 
4:30 p.m. 
1 2-3·2 · 1  Contact 
1 5 , 20-Laverne & Shirley 8 
Co 
1 7-People's Court 
38-Dick Van Dyke 
4:35 
Bewitched 
5:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 0-News 
3-More Real People 
9-Muppet Show 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5 , 2 0-Happy Days Again 
1 7-WKRP in Cincinatti 
38-Rawhide · 
5:05 p.m. 
4-Carol Burnett 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 20-News 
Q-Laverne & Shirley 
5:35 p.m. 
4-Bob Newhart 
6:00 p.m. 
2-MASH 
3, 1 5 , 1 7 , 2 0-News 
9-Barney Mi ller 
1 0-More R eal People 
1 2-Nightly N ews Report 
38-Hawai i Five-0 
6:05 p.m. 
4-Portrait of America 
6:30 p.m.  
2-Tic Tac Dough 
3-PM Magazine 
9 ,  1 5 , 20-Jeffersons 
1 0-Alice 
1 2-MacNeil , Lehrer Report 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
7:00 p.m.  
2,  1 5 , 20-Fame 
3, 1 0-Magnum,  P . I .  
9-Movie :  " Return o f  the Pink 
Panther" ( 1 9 7 5 ) .  
1 2-0ver Easy 
1 7-Condo 
· 38-College Basketball 
7:05 
4-College Basketball 
7:30 p.m. 
1 2-World War I 
1 7-Amanda's 
8:00 p.m. 
2,  1 5 , 20-Gimme A Break 
3, 1 0-Simon and Simon 
1 2-First Churchil ls 
1 7-To Close For Comfort 
8:30 p.m. 
2,  1 5 , 2 0-Cheers 
1 7-lt Takes Two 
9:00 p.m. 
2,  1 5 , 20-Hill  Street Blues 
3, 1 0-Knots Landing 
1 2-Mystery ! 
1 7 , 38-20/20 
9:05 p.m.  
4-News 
10:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 9 ,  1 0 , 15, 1 7 , 20-News 
1 2 -Doctor Who 
3 8-Marshl'!ll Dillon 
10:05 p.m. 
4-All in the Family 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2,  1 5 , 2 0-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Charlie's Angels 
1 0-Quincy 
1 2-PBS Latenight 
1 7  , 3 8-Viewpoint 
10:35 p.m. 
4-Movie : "Drums" ( 1 938 ) .  
11 :00 p.m. 
3-Hawaii Five-0 
11:30 p.m. 
2,  1 5 , 2 0-Late Night With 
David Letterman 
g...:Movie : "For a few Dollars 
More" 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-McCloud 
Midnight 
3-Movie : "Three Cornered 
M oon" 
1 7-News 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
12:30 a . m .  
2 ,  1 5 , 20-News 
Lost and Fou nd 
FOUND: Billfold . Identify at 
Eastern News Office. 
________ 2/25 
FOUND: Silver chain w;;ll 
three Catholic medals in Buz­
zard. Call 2953. 
________ 2/25 
James McGrath pick up your 
property at the Eastern News 
Office. 
________ 2/28 
LOST: Set of keys on Big 
Safety pin, if found please 
return to Eastern News or call 
345- 9089 Ron. Help, it's the 
only car keys I own . 
-,--,,...,,..,::-- ----2/28 
LOST: Blue E . l . U .  wallet 
containing drivers license, & 
student l . D .  Please return for 
reward . Call Jennifer 348-
0742 . 
________ 2/28 
LOST: Classring between 
Lantz & LSB . If any information 
call Mary Ann 2 3 6 7 .  
_________ 2/28 
Announcements 
Lenten worship at Wesley 
Church , 9 & 1 1  Sunday morn­
ings and 9 : 30 Weds. night.  On 
Fou rth St . ,  across. from 
Lawson Hall . You are invited . 
_______ c2/24 , 2 5  
Sue and Betsy, You two 
greeks you ! Sue , congratula­
tions and your lucky to have a 
BIG sis like Betsy . Best 
wishes, Daddy Otis.  
_________ 2/24 
Kim Maher.  Hope you had a 
fantastic 1 9th birthday! You're 
the best! Love ya lots , (Your 
Eagle Pool Buddy) Chris. 
________2/24 
Laurie Bauer, Who says 
there's nothing in the paper for 
you? Thanks for all the 
thoughtful things you do for 
me. You're the best and I 'm 
glad we're friends! Love ya, 
Chris 
......,,.. ________ 2 / 2 4  
Teri , Hope you had a good 
birthday on your 2 1  st. Had a 
great time on the landing.  
Cain't  wait to go back! Love, 
Lee . 
_________ 2/24 
Mu's ,  Keep up the ' good 
work and keep on smil in' . This 
week is almost over, but 
always to remember. We love 
you , your Alpha Phi sisters. 
_________2/24 
Annou ncements 
Cal l  Help Line-Rape 
Line-3 p.m. to midnight, daily . 
Volunteers talk with you, offer 
referrals . Bridge line to profes­
sionals. Phone 345-2162 or 
235-4179.  
______ _:CT, R-00 
Susan Jochimsen, Keep 
your head up ! You're one ter­
rific kid ! I'm proud of you . 
Love, your Mom. 
________ 2/24 
Annou ncements 
NEW CREDIT CARD, No one 
refused: Also information on 
receiving Visa, MasterCard 
Card with no credit check. 
Guaranteed Results . Call 602· 
949·0276 EXT 47.  
--------'c2/24 
ALVIN: Hey s-puppy, con­
grats on getting Tau of the · 
Week. You really deserved it! 
Love, Mone' .  
________ 2/24 
" Do-It-yourself" Classified Ad Form 
Name 
Phone 
Address 
Ad to read 
U nder classification of: 
Dates to run _____________ _ 
COST : 1 2  cents per word first day, 9 cents 
per word each consecutive day thereafter 
(minimum 1 0  words) . Student rate half price -
ad MUST be paid for in advance. PLEASE: no 
checks for amounts less than $ 1 .  00. Lost & 
Found ads are run FREE for three days. 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit 
in Daily Eastern News box in U nion by 2 p. m . 
one business day before it is to run. The News 
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads con· 
sidered libelous or in bad taste.  
Student? (Student rate half· 
price) D Yes D No 
Payment: _______ D Cash D Check 
ACROSS 
1 Prank 
5 0pen 
68 Alabama city 
69 Rodolfo in 
'. ' La Boheme" 
11 Pteroid 
12 Spirited 
13 " Ferd'nand" 
cartoonist 
37 Maturity 
38 Form 
41 Dog shelter 
42 Snare 
10 Friendly 
14 Russian czar 
15 Wand for 
Mehta 
16 Jai -
17 Chess opening 
20 Heath 
21 Toxophilite's 
delight 
22 Highlanders' 
skirts · 
25 Gob 
26 Landon, to 
friends 
29 Boudreau of 
baseball 
30 Inhales, in a 
way 
34 "Star Wars" 
hero 
38 Cry of sorrow 
39 Prepare to be 
dubbed 
40 Chess opening 
43 - from 
(excluding) 
44 Fruit or tree 
45 Boss 
46 Fortifications 
48 Buddy 
50 T. C . U . group 
51 " Airways, 
--" : Dos  
Passos 
52 Pumpkins, 
melons, etc. 
54 Goddess of 
wisdom 
57 Stranger 
61 Chess opening 
64 Prolific auth. 
65 Fold 
66 Comic-strip 
lass 
67 Unwanted 
engine sound 
DOWN 
1 Kind of buoy or 
line 
2 Affirm 
3 Cereal grass · 
4 Aptitude 
5 Honest one 
6 Liquid meas. 
7 Rand's 
shrugger 
8 Impoverished 
9 Decrees 
10 Drainage 
ditches 
18 Follow 
19 Ingrate's 
non word 
23 This may 
create interest 
24 Spring fiower 
26 -- as (to the 
extent that) 
27 Free 
28 Liquid 
31 Deeds 
32 Limb bone 
33 Luges 
'35 Bishop's happy 
task 
47 Certificates 
49 Bread unit 
52 Type of 
discussion 
53 Repose 
54 Short skirt · 
55 Image 
56 --· of tears 
58 Division word 
59 This : Sp. 
60 0rderly 
61 Jughead 
62 Weir 
63 Schedule abbr. 
See page 7 for answers 
Thursday's Classified ·ads 
February 24, 1 983 
Announ_c..ements 
Is it true you can buy Jeeps 
for $44 through the U .S .  
Government? Get t h e  facts to· 
day! Call ( 3 1 2 ) - 7 4 2- 1 1 42 ,  
ext. 8847. 
____ c2/24, 3/3, 1 0 , 1 7  
Sig Tau Song of the week 
"Learn How To Live " :  Billy 
Squier - THE BOARD 
_________ 2/24 
Ann , So today is the big day . 
Slammers, JDs, and many 
other luscious bev's.  will you 
contain tonight.  Don't get too 
bad off that someone must 
unlock the door. Your Lawson 
pals.  
_________ 2/24 
Lisa (Mom) Wiseman , Con­
grats on becoming Delta Chi 
sweetheart! They couldn't 
have made a better choice. 
Glad I could share in the best 
week of your l ife! Love , Nancy. 
P . S .  Can you believe it's been . 
this long since you first asked 
advice about  g o i n g  to 
J a c k o n s v i l l e  t'h a t  f i r s t  
weekend? 
________ 2/24 
Lisa & Reggie,  Congratula· 
tions on your engagement! 
Glad I could be here for three 
years to share in everything . 
Best of luck to you both 
always ! Love, Nancy . _______ 2/24 
To the Men of  PHI BET A 
SIGMA it's been fun . Have a 
wonderful weeke n d .  Y o u r  
Sweetheart Candidate , Carol 
J .  Harper 
_________ 2/24 
Kappa Delta Scholar of  the 
Week is Ruth Fish . Keep u p  
the hard work ' 
________ 2/24 
Kathy Myers , Do you feel 
we're having trouble com-
municating today? Ha! Alpha 
Sig love , your Mom , Margaret . 
_______ 2/24 
Susie Sorc i ,  I th ink your  fan­
tastic and I ' m  looking forward 
to having such a sweet Mom' 
Tau Love , Your "Sweetie" 
Stephanie 
_______ 2 / 2 4  
Keep u p  the great work, Jeri ' 
You 're doing the best job as 
Alpha Garn Treasurer . Your. 
Sister Love You ! 
_________ 2 / 2 4  
Puzzle Answers 
L A R K • A r: Jt  P E I W A R M 
I V A N •I B A T  10 N I A L A I 
F E G A T E L L 0 A T T A C K 
E R I C A -- A  R I C H E R y • 
--• K  ! L T S • T A R --A L F •  L 0 U S N I F F S 
: s  L o • A  L A s •  K N E E L 
F L U R K N I IG H T s  A M E 
A S I D E I P E A R I S T U D R E D A N. -. P A L R : 
-- I N  C I p E p 0 s -
I M I N E R V A  -- A L I E N 
S I C I L I A N  D E F E N S E 
A N 0 N • p L E A T I E T T A 
p I N G • s E L M A I p 0 E T 
The Dally Eastern News 
An nouncements An nouncements 
Have you or anyone you 
know been sexually assaulted? 
Free and confidential help is 
availaple. Call Women Against 
Rape 345- 2 1 6 2 .  
-=---------00 KEEP ABORTION SAFE 
AND LEGAL. Join NARAL free. 
Referrals 345-92 8 5 .  
__________ 00 
Carpet your room with a rem­
nant, see Carlyle Interiors 
U nl imited , West Route 1 6 , 
open 8-6 Mon . -Sat. phone 
345-7746 
-=---------00 
Problem Pregnancy? Bir-
thright 5ares. Free testing.  
348-85 5 1  Monday · Thursday 
3-6 
---------00 
Need money for school? 
Eagle Bank makes student 
loans to ('.LL qualified students 
no matter what your parent's 
income.  Call Gary, 345-3977 
Today_ 
.,..,....,.----=----3/8 "Mazuma Records" Super 
Weekly Special- Every Lp & 
cassette on our Top 50 
wall . . .  only $ 5 . 9 9 .  (No l imit) . _________ 2/25 
We've changed our name 
from "Young Democrats" to 
"University and Coles County 
Democrats . "  Find out how else 
we've changed . Next meeting 
Feb. 24, 5 : 45 in the Sull ivan 
Room . 
--------2/24 Happy 2 1  to our sweetest 
suitee - Dottie!  WJ ho te sen . 
Love , J ules & Gina Joy 
_________2/24 
Concerned about crime? 
Come to Wesley Church at 9 
or 1 1  Sunday morning and 
hear Bill Warner, of The 
Ministry of Criminal Justice. 
You'l l  have an opportunity to 
get involved as a volunteer , 
working with people with crime 
problems . On Fourth St. , 
across from Lawson Hal l .  
_________ 2 / 2 5  
Dave Lithgow: Can y o u  play 
" Halfway there" by Mike 
Rutherford? 
_________ 2/24 
Jenny and Janet, You two 
mean so much to me.  You're 
so sweet! Thanks so much for 
the flowers . Love ya both,  Bets 
_________2/24 
IRHA DELEGATES, To the 
best delegation a school could 
ever have ! We proved we were 
the best. Thank you for all your 
love and support .  Your ever­
loving NCC 
_________ 2/24 
The next University and 
C o l e s  C o u n t.y D e m o c rat 
meeting is very impcrtant. 
Please attend and bring a 
friend .  Tonight,  Thursday, Feb. 
2 4th at 5 : 4 5  in the Sullivan 
Room . 
_________ .2/24 
LESTER ,  Do you have any 
other nicknames and do small 
things really come in large 
packages? Have a happy 2 1  st 
b-day !  Don 't get the bedspins 
because we want pcpcorn ! 
Love , Kim , Sandy and Tammy 
--=----==-- ----2/24 Car Trouble? Lowest rates in 
town on minor mechan ical 
work . Service calls $ 1 0 . 00 .  
Most minor repairs made o n  
t h e  spot t o  avoid towing 
charges. Our specialization is 
auto body repairs . BIGGS & 
SCHWARTZ Auto Renovation , 
345- 1 35 3 .  
________ 2/28 
Attention al l  ruggers, Please 
donate to help the Red Cross 
Blood Drive . 
_________ 2/24 
Congrats Pam Kincaid on be­
ing our new sweetheart . We 
love you . The DEL TS 
_________ 2/24 
Gorski - Thanks for the 
Canadian meal . Looking for­
ward to some boogie music 
and a fireside chat. 
_________ 2/24 
Fib ix pix:  " Love in the First 
Degree" - Al�bama. Yee-ha! 
LaRoo . 
________ 2 / 2 4  
O n e  man 's junk is another 
man 's treasure - sell those un­
wanted items and turn c lutter 
into cash . Use the C lassifieds ! 
_________ cOOh 
From the Wizard ' s  Closet -----.. 
l ' �f �Ew t 1 11 � N  'f�oJ(I. 
S,fEC.H 1 SrUi ttE'.  Atf 'l•oJ 
t1;,,l)'f f'O t 'f••'- �JlrLL'i ? 
) 
NoT A �/>LL� , 3 1 ,M ,  
l.vf  A �E'GI\  • �JILL� ! 
1.'v� (,o\ A � ... o A r<fl 
E llH � 1H1tJ C. .I 
( !! ;p.,� 4Y M v s 1 c 1 tf u 14 .  G-o<> b t t>E A . 
fl/t..t.. I ltJ I �  Vo1 E S ,  !f ) 
Pleasp r e p o r l  class1 f 1 cd  (:r r o r s  1 1 1 1 1 n e d 1 a 1 e l y  ii i ti8 1 28 1 2  A cor i ec t  a d  wi l l  a p p e a r  1 n  l l 1 e  r w x l  e d 1 1 1 o n  l:J n fess n o 1 1 f 1 e d . we C i'l r i r 1 0 1  b e  r e s po n 5 1 b t e  for a n  i n c o r r e c t  ad il f t e r  i t s  f i r s t  1 n s e r 1 1 o n  
Annou ncements 
Amy Streibich :  I 'm proud to 
be your new Peoria Buddy. 
· Looking forward to great Tau 
times ahead ! Your Lil '  Tau 
_________2/24 
Delt  Pledge's the Alpha Tau 
Pledges are ready for a study 
break. See ya at Marty's at 
9 : 00 
________ 2/24 
To the Men of Phi Beta 
Sigma, May your weekend be 
everything you want it to be 
and more! Your sweetheart 
candidate Alison 
________ 2/24 
Attention Eastern I l l inois 
Barflies, Barflies of the week 
are Joni Taylor and David 
Wayne Stewart. Congratula· 
tions. 
_________ .2/24 
Eternal Pledges - Talk,  talk,  
talk to m e !  Lady bugs for�ver, 
Margaret 
_________ 2/24 
To the Baby - Glad you 're 
here and we're back together! 
Let's "Make that Move" and 
get it right this time. I won't let 
you go again ! !  I love you 
always , Les 
_________ 2/24 
M O M M Y  
STANLEY 
H E L P ! ! !  
_________ 2/24 
Seymour,  Seymour,  and 
Seymour - fantastic job - but 
what next??? Alpha Sig Love , 
Margaret 
_________ 2/24 
Delta Sigs - Super Func­
tion ! Let's do it agai n .  Love , the 
Kay Dees 
_________ 2/24 
Kappa Delta Informal is going 
to be one incredible night. Get 
psyched Ladies and Gents ! 
_________2/24 
BELOW DECK has bottles of 
Busch and Budweiser for 7 5 ¢ ,  
Special Export for $ 1  . 00 and 
H eineken for $ 1 . 2 5  ------- - 2 / 2 4  
Classified advertisement 1 s  
t h e  fastest , easie.st, cheapest 
way to get results - everyone 
reads the c lassifieds,  so put 
your words to work! 
_________ cOOh 
Announcements 
HEY BOOBOO ! · surprised I 
remembered? Happy 24 on the 
2 4th . Love, Moe �--------2/24 
Tim Dykstra: Congratualtions 
on being named player of the 
week among the Association of 
Mid-Continent Universities. We 
are so proud of you ! Love the 
Pink Panthers . 
________ 2/24 
Jul ie ,  Hope you have a great 
2 2nd Birthday. Keep those lips 
cool ti l l  the weekend ,  no ton· 
silectimi 's!  Make your Phi Gam­
ma Beta sisters proud.  Love, 
Margie and Debbie.  ------'---2/24 
Hang in there Libby! We miss 
you already!  Love, Annemarie 
and Tokyo 
________ 2/24 . 
Remember - lost-and-found 
ads are run three days FREE 
as a service to our readers ! 
Please l imit ads to 1 5 words or 
less . 
_________ cOOh 
1 
Announcements 
Scott Way : do you have a 
. 3 B  cal ibur blowdryer with 
M . M's name on it? 
2/24 
Gai l :  You've got  something 
good . Don't throw it away . You 
don't realize how lucy you are . 
_______ _ 2 ! 2 4  
Kappa Delta's Good Sis•er 0 1  
the Week Award goes to Angie 
Robinson . Great job with Asst . 
Treas . 
-=---------2/ 2 4  Come and BE a great group 
of people.  This is YOUR 
chance to join the University 
and Coles County Democ: -its. 
Tonight in the Sullivan Roo ·1 at 
5 : 45 .  It 's FREE! 
L 24 
TKE LITTLE SISTERS - I ' l l  
be one of your casualties 
anY1ime.  "The Extinguisher" 
________ 2/24 
Show that special friend you 
care - the classified way. Put 
your personal message in the 
announcements. --------�cOOh 
Campus clips 
I nter-Fraternity Cou ncil wi l l  meet Thursday, Feb. 24 at  6 : 30 
p . m .  in the Union Martinsville Room . New officers will be elected. 
All delegates should attend. 
Recreations Major' s  Club wil l  spcnsor a rollerskating party 
Thursday, Feb. 24 at 6 : 30 p . m .  in the Mattoon Rollerskating Rink. 
Those who wish to attend should wait on the front steps of 
McAfee at 6 : 30 p . m .  
Capital Investment Association will meet Thursday , Feb. 24 
at 8 : 00 p . m .  in the Union Sullivan Room.  Member attendance 
mandatory , interested people are invited . 
Un iversity and Coles Cou nty Democrats will meet Thursday, 
Feb. 24 at 5 : 4 5  p . m .  in the Union Sull ivan Room . To be discuss­
ed: upcoming convention slated for March and April activities. 
Navigators Fel lowship Group will  meet Thursday, Feb. 24 at 
8 : 00 p . m .  in the Wesley Foundation . Everyone ·welcome . 
I nter-Varsity Christian Fel lowship will  meet Thursday, Feb. 
2 4  at 7 : 00 p . m .  in  the Union Old Ballroo m .  A missionary from In· 
donesia wil l  speak. 
Circle K will meet Thursday, Feb. 24 at 6 : 30 p . m .  in the Union 
Paris Room to discuss future service projects and events . 
Everyone welcome. 
Phi Gamma N u  will meet Thursday, Feb. 24 at 6 : 00 p.m.  ir:i the 
Union C harleston-Mattoon Room . The Convention Committee will 
meet prior to the meeting at 5 : 30 ;  Rush Committee and Pledge 
Review Board will convene briefly after the meeting .  $8.00 for 
convention is que to be paid . 
Campus Cl ips are published daily, free of charge, as a public ser­
vice to the campus.  Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News office two business days before date to be publish­
ed (or date of event) . Information should include ' ever.t, name of 
sponsoring organization (spelled out - no Greek letter abbrevia· 
tions) , date, time and place of event, plus any other pertinen'. in· 
formation . Name and phone number of submitter must be includ­
ed.  Clips containing conflicting or confusing information will not be 
run if submitter cannot be contacted . Clips will be edited for space 
available.  Cl ips submitted after 9 : 00 a . m .  of deadline day cannot 
be guaranteed publication . Cl ips will  be run otie day only for any 
event. No cl ips will be taken by phone . 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
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America's \-�: hottest new - · '  •··' actress. 1PGI 
A COLUMBIA 
PICTURES RELEASE .., . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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.
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7 :1 5 
9:25 
NOW SHOW ING 
N I C K  NOLTE 
is a cop. 
EDDIE MURPHY C 
is a convict. / 
'-18 ,'-/ R 5. 
A PARAMOUNT 1ii'1 
PICTURE � 
7 :20 
9 :20 
NOW SHOWING 
7 : 1 0 
9 : 1 5 
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Dr. Diana Slaughter's 
Lecture: 
"How To Create 
Dummies , ,  
Feb . 24th 7 : 00  p , m  . 
HAS BEEN 
CANCELLED 
It will be rescheduled 
Johnetta Jones . 
Afro-American Studies 
Travel 
Bargains 
r-
1 
1 HUTTON'S PARTS SERVICE 
-
. 
"The Professional Parts People " 
2 Stores to Ser-Ve you ! · 
1 1 400 Reyno lds Drive . 
I 8 :00 a .m .-6:00 p .m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mon. -Fn . 
! 8 :00 ci .m .-5 :00 p.m . .  · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sat . 
Dal las $49°0 
' Madi son St. 
7 :3 .{fl.-5:00 p.m: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mon. -Sat. 
1 -- ,  The rTiost complete stock of 
: _ ,  AUto - Truck - Srna l I Eng i ne -
i .--�-- Motorcyc le i mport Car Parts 
== · · 
345-7 7 3 1  
! i n  Eastern I l l i noi s  
I . 
I I I I I 
I I 
502 6th Street 
West Side of the Square 
I I 
· 1 MORE PARTS FOR MORE CARS l 
'--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - _ _  :!J 
This is 
no cheap . 
pizza. 
Oh, su re, we could cut 
down on the size, use 
artif icial cheese, ski m p  
on t h e  items a n d  t h e n  sel l  
i t  two for one. B u t  we 
j ust don' t  be l ieve in doi ng 
business that way. 
For ove r 20 years, we' ve. 
been making the best 
pizza we know how, and 
we've been del ivering it 
free, in 30 m i n utes or less. 
Call us, tonight.  
D rivers carry under $20. 
© 1 982 Domino's Pizza, Inc. 
r-·······---------····-., I � $ 1 .00 off any 1 6" I 
pizza I One coupon per pizza I I · Expires: 5/3 1 /83 I 
I Fast,  Free Del ivery· I 6 1 1 7th Street I I 
I
ll Phone: 348·1 626 
I . 30582 I 2901 I 
I . Limited .delivery area I 
I � : . I 
I ® 
. 
I 
L • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  ..I 
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Jones suspended, Panthers u pset by ISU�E 
by Kirby Flowers ington, Samuels said. , 
EVANSVILLE, Ind.-Without the 
services of the Panthers' leading scorer 
Kevin Jones, Eastern's basketball team 
was upset 81 -78 by Division II oppo­
nent Indiana State University­
Evansville Wednesday in a non­
conference game. 
Eastern head coach Rick Samuels 
suspended Jones for one game as a 
disciplinary action. 
"It . is unfortunate that we had to 
lose Kevin," Samuels said. "It was a ·  
difficult thing to do at this point in the 
season. But it had to be done." 
However, Samuels said the loss of 
Jones was not the reason his squad lost 
to the Screaming Eagles. He attributed 
the loss to the lack of enthusiam for the 
contest. 
' 'The difference of the game was 
that Evansville earned the win and we 
didn't," Samuels explained. "' At times 
we were lethargic and just pathetic.'' 
"Never at any point in the game did 
we look like we wanted to win '' 
Samuels continued. "When we start�d 
the season 0- 12, I was still optimistic 
because the players were working hard 
and trying to execute good basket-
. ball." 
"But after tonight'·s effort, I am 
very disappointed in our play," 
Samuels added. "It was a very flat ef­
fort." 
Not only was the Panther coach 
upset with his team's mental attitude 
but he said he was also let down b; 
Eas!ern's court play_ on the whole. 
· "We didn't play up to our physical 
potential tonight," Samuels said. "No 
one on the court played near his poten­
tial." 
"We just have not learned that we 
have to earn everything we get," 
Samuels added. ' ' We have to earn self­
confidence and success." 
However, the Eagles got strong ef­
forts from forwards Cully Nelson and · 
Kelly Williams and guard Jeff Penn-
. Tanker unit 
to compete 
in last meet 
by Crystal Schrof 
Eastern's women's swimmer's 
season will climax Thursday with 
the beginning of the three-day 
Midwest Championships at the 
University of Illinois-Chicago, 
coach Ray Padovan said. 
' ' This meet is the combination 
of the entire season,'' Padovan 
said. "It is what we having been 
pointing for all year.'' 
In addition, Padovan said the 
Midwest Championships will be 
the last chance for the women to 
qualify for the Swimming National 
Championships. 
However, the tanker mentor 
said he does not expect any of the 
women to qualify for the nationals 
since Eastern's jump to NCAA 
Divsion I. 
The Panthers will field a full 
team of 18 swimmers for the 24-
event meet, which includes Eastern 
and 12 other schools from Wiscon-
(See TANKER, page 1 1 ) 
"We knew Nelson was going to be a 
factor inside," Samuels noted. "And 
we knew Williams was a good shooter 
from the perimeter." 
"But I was really surprised by the 
shooting of Pennington,' '  Samuels ad­
ded. "All he did all night was shoot set 
shots. He doesn't have a jumper in his 
repertoire." 
"But it shows just how alert our 
defense was," Samuels added. 
However, Eastern's big men did 
have a good showing for the Panthers 
and Samuels was particularly impress­
ed with the performance of center Paul 
Neidig. 
Freshman center Kevin Duckworth 
pulled down six first-half rebounds and 
notched an unofficial season-high 20 
points for Eastern. 
Neidig, who was playing in his 
hometown, chipped in nine first-half 
markers and played exceptional 
defense, Samuels said. · 
"I think Paul played well tonight," 
Samuels said. "He played an inspired 
game. I felt bad and I know he feels 
bad about losing in front of his 
hometown." 
In the first half both team traded 
baskets through most of the fast-paced 
stanza, but the Panthers jumped out to 
a seven-point edge with 1 0:25 remain­
ing in the half. 
However, the Eagles fought back 
with seven unanswered points to tie 
Eastern at 27-27 with 8:5 1  to go. 
Both team traded buckets for the 
rest of the half with the Panthers get­
ting in the last shot as Eastern took a 
43-4 1 lead at intermission. 
Eastern will try to bounce back this 
Saturday against Western Illinois in 
Macomb in an important Association 
of Mid-Continent Universities mat­
chup. 
"We will have to rise out of a deep 
hole if we are going to peat Western," 
Samuels said. 
Eastern standout freshmen center Kevin Duckworth goes up tor two of his 1 o 
points in Saturday night's 86- 7 4 victory over University Ill inois-Chicago. 
Duckworth unofficially scored 20 points in Wednesday night's loss to Indiana 
State University at Evansville 8 1 - 7 8 .  The loss dropped the Panthers season 
mark to 1 1 - 1 6 . (News photo by Sam Paisley) . 
Lady cagers to face ranked Butler team 
by Kathy Leahy 
Nancy Kassebaum, the leading 
scorer in Eastern history, will return to 
the starting lineup Thursday when the 
women cagers face Butler University, 
Eastern head coach Bobbie Hilke said. 
The 6 p.m. (CST) contest in In­
d i a n a p o l i s ,  I n d .  w i l l  m a r k  
Kassebaum's first appearance since she 
injured a knee in mid-January. 
"It is really great to have Nancy 
back," Hilke said. "I think the team 
feels a lot better having her out there, 
too." 
"Nancy has always been in the game 
in a certain sense. She always tries to 
psych the team up and encourage the 
other players," Hilke added, "but it's 
still nice to have her out on the court.'' 
Although Kasseb_!lum was released 
from doctor's care early Tuesday, she 
did not practice until Wednesday 
because the team did not hold practice 
Tuesday afternoon. 
"I think Nancy was a little disap­
pointed not getting to practice Tues­
day, but the rest of the players needed 
a break, and that's why we didn't prac­
tice," Hilke said. 
"Although Nancy is back in the 
lineup, we will not play her the entire 
game," Hilke added. "I think the 
reasons for that are obvious." 
Butler, 17-3, is currently tied for 
18th in the nation in the NCAA Divi­
sion II poll and carries a five-game 
winning streak into the contest with 
Eastern. 
Butler is led by senior guard Barb 
Skinner, who is averaging 16 points a 
game, and senior Beth Piepenbrink, a 
6-foot center averaging 13.6 points and 
9.4 rebounds a game: 
In addition, Butler's Elza Purvlicis, 
a 5- 1 1  forward, is averaging 15.2 
points and 12.2 rebounds a contest. 
Hilke said the Butler team is a tough 
one inside and the Bulldogs will be con­
centrating on trying to beat Eastern on 
the boards. 
' 'They are tough inside, so we will 
have to get position and try to get the 
boards," Hilke said. "We need to be 
tough inside as well and we'll also need 
some good shooting to enable us to 
score." 
Butler defeated Eastern last year, 58-
56, at the Midwest AIA W Division II 
Regional Championships, knocking 
the Panthers out of contention for the 
national title. 
' 'The Butler game last year at 
regionals was very close and we could 
have won," Hilke said. "We would 
really like to beat them this time 
around." 
Eastern, 18-6, is led by sophomore 
forward Toni Collins, who leads the 
team in rebounds with more than eight 
a contest. 
Collins paced Eastern with 1 6  points 
Monday night in the Panthers' 71 -53 
loss to Southern Illinois-Carbondale. 
In addition to Collins, senior for­
ward Kathy Lanter is averaging 12.9 
points a game and has been in­
strumental in leading the offense. 
"Kathy has been taking charge when 
we have needed someone to take 
charge," Hilke said. "She has been 
playing good basketball." 
Inside 
Going pro 
1 982 Heisman Trophy winner 
Herschel Walker became an in­
stant millionaire Wednesday, sign­
ing what may be pro football's 
most lucrative contract with the 
New Jersey Generals of the new 
United States Football League . 
see page 1 1  
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Eastern ranked second in­
AMCU 's  weekly statistics -Needles 
and $6.95, by Mike Lynch 
When the Association of Mid­
Continent Universities ' weekly 
statistics wert: released Wednesday, the 
biggest change was a new league 
· leader. 
Following Monday's night 82-75 vic­
tory over league leading Eastern, the 
Southwest Missouri Bears took over 
sole possession of the top spot, spor­
ting a 5- 1 mark in AMCU play. The 
loss dropped the Panthers to second 
with a 7-2 record. 
Four teams remain in the hunt for 
the conference title with AMCU play 
.rapidly corning to a close. 
Two of those four teams, Eastern 
and the University of Illinois-Chicago, 
have three AMCU contests remaining, 
Southwest Missouri has two league 
games left and Western Illinois has just 
one. 
Of those four teams, Eastern has the 
best shot of controlling its own destiny 
because the Panthers have one game . 
with each of the other contenders. Vic­
tories in all three games would give the 
Panthers the conference title. 
League-leader Southwest Missouri 
must sti,!1 face Northern Iowa and 
Eastern. A loss to Eastern in 
Charleston could give Eastern the title. 
Western Illinois, which currently 
holds the number three spot in the con­
. ference, will host Eastern this Satur­
day, closing out the Leathernecks' 
1982-83 AMCU slate. 
A Leatherneck win against Eastern 
would help Western's chances, but the 
Leathernecks will still need another 
Panther loss to capture the conference 
title. 
Illinois-Chicago stands in fourth 
place and has an outside chance for a 
conference championship . The Flames 
currently hold- a 5-3 mark, but have 
just one game left against another con­
tender, hosting Eastern March 2. 
· Individually, the AMCU statistics 
showed eight Panthers hold down 
spots within the seven categories listed 
weekly. Panther standout Kevin Jones 
leads Eastern as he was among the 
league leaders in four of the seven 
categories . . 
Jones moved up a notch from last 
week's  number four spot to number 
three in individual scoring, averaging 
17 points per game. 
Western's Joe Dykstra leads the 
league scoring, averaging 20.6. points 
per game, while Valparaiso 's  John 
Meyne is second scoring 1 8 � 8  markers 
per contest . 
Panther teammates Dirk Androff 
Th ursday at · 
Roe' s ·  
Starting 
at 3:00 
with John 
and Rena 
Ward. 
Pitchers of 
Beer 2 . 00 
Collins 5.00 
UPSTAIRS, ROG'S 
PARTY NITE 
9'-:1 2 with Brian 
Jpin us to solve some 
puzzles and meet some 
new people. 
and Kevin- Duckworth join Jones in the 
category of individual shooting percen­
tage. Androff leads the conference 
with 58-percent accuracy from the 
Hi Fi Styli and up 
floor. . 
The 6-7 junior is followed by lllinois . * MO ()IC! * in University 
Chicago's Ivan Daniels (57.4) and l 1 l n .  iJ Vil lage teammate Jones (56.6) .  Duckworth 'Jh��-n:�������mun:�n:n:����m���d holds do wn the number six spot with 
53 .8  percent. 
Jones is the lone Panther to appear 
in the league's free-throw percentage 
ranks, hitting on 78.3  percent of his at­
tempts from the line. Leading the 
league are Western's  Dykstra brothers,  
sophomore J .D.  Dykstra with 93 . 3  per­
cent and senior Joe with 88. 1 percent. 
AMCU "Player of the Week" Pan­
ther Tim Dykstra 1 joins Jones among 
the leaders in as'sists . Jones is sixth 
averaging 3 . 8  assists a game while 
Dykstra is ninth with 3 . 5  assists per 
contest . 
Illinois-Chicago's Craig Lathan re­
mains on top of the conference assist 
men, averaging 8. 7 per outing. 
The only other Panther listed in an 
. individual category is Duckworth, who 
. .  ranks sixth in rebounding. The stan­
dout freshmen is currently pulling 
down 6.3  rebounds a game. 
Bucky Jr. 
Now that you are 
2 1 , it is time 
to get a Real Man ! 
American & German Foods 
Salad Bar; Beer & Wine 
-
234-4535 
1 700 Ruby· 
- :;;;so:-
. ( 2. .. � - Mattoon 
�
· · · , . . .-Behind Sunoco Gas/and off of S. Rt. 45  /. - . . -- -
Wilson - Penn 
Ten nis Ba l ls 
$2.99�:� 
everyday special! 
·Hours: Tues.· Thurs. 
1 O a.m.-9 p.m. 
Fri. &Sat . 
1 0 a.m. - 1 0 p.m . 
_ 11 bisl 
Ch amR_s .==a 
345-300 1 In University Village 1 0-5. Mon . -Sat. 
AFSCME INFORMATION 
MEETING 
Time: Noon. · 
Date: Today, Feb. 24, 1983 
Place: University Union Rathskel ler Balcony 
All EIU 
N�n-Negotiated Civil 
· Service Employees _ 
Welcome! 
Lunch wi l l  be served. 
.. In tllepallliese"1fee 
For More Info 
Cal l :  217-788-2800 
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eisman winner Walker s igns pro contract . 
ATHENS, Ga. (AP)-Heisman week. The USFI:. season begins March unions striking and debating that's  rates will determine the ultimate value. 
rophy winner Herschel Walker, 6. · ever taken place, " said Manton. "His USFL Commissioner Chet Sim­
eclared ineligible to play at Georgia in "He's a millionaire right now," contract will be the guideline for the mons, at a news conference in Orlan­
is senior season, signed a ·  co�ract Manton said just outside Walker's  future. "  do, Fla. ,  promised that Walker was not 
ednesday with the Nevt Jersey apartment in Athens. "It's the highest Manton said he could not disclose a precursor to wholesale raid on col­
enerals of the United States 'Football contract ever in pro football history by details of the contract, but said various legians "because it was a special cir-
eague that will make him f9otba.U,_'s  far . "  news media reports were close. Asked cumstance. "  
'chest player. University of Georgia athletic of- if the $16 .5  million figure reported He said that the league and the · 
Walker signed the contract at 1 ficials announced in a statement earlier earlier was accurate, Manion replied, Generals believed Walker to be ineligi­
.m. , EST, Walker's attorney, Jack in the day that Walker had been "It could be more, it could be less. "  ble even before the original signing 
anton, said, but Manton said Walker declared ineligible for his senior year Manton said the contract included because he had hired an agent who 
ould not report to the General's  and would sign with the Generals. bonus money, a year's  salary in ad- came to the USFL team for the pur-
aining camp in Orlando, Fla . ,  until "Herschel has done more for profes- vance and investments. He said interest pose of negotiating a contract. 
ometime this weekend or early next sional football players than all the 
-alker's signing angers 
ollege football coaches 
(AP)-Despite assurances from the 
United States Football League that 
ednesday's signing of Georgia star 
Herschel Walker did not signal a 
wholesale raid on underclassmen, cot­
e coaches reacted angrily. Some im� 
ediately barred representatives of the 
ew league from their campuses . 
Emory Bellard of Mississippi State, 
veral of whose 1982 seniors si"gned 
ith the New Jersey Generals, called 
e Generals signing of Walker "the 
'ngle worst thing that has happened to 
Hege football since its inception. "  
He said that "no USFL football 
m or representative will have access 
information or contact with players 
d will not be allowed to attend· 
ississippi State practice sessions . ' '  
George Macintyre of Vanderbilt 
ued a similar warning . 
"I know from Vanderbilt' s  stand­
int and my standpoint, those. guys 
rom the USFL are not welcome on my 
campus at all and they're not welcome 
on my football field. "  
"I  can just see a war brewing 
between the USFL and the colleges,"  
said Florida State coach Bobby 
Bowden. 
Meanwhile, at headquaters of the 
American Football Coaches Associa­
tion in Orlando, FL-ironically, the 
site of the Generals '  training 
camp-executive director Charlie Mc­
Clendon called it ' 'a sad day for college 
football" and said he would "get the 
word out to all our coaches about with 
meeting with their squads and warning 
them abQut agents . "  
"The co-existance we had between 
high school, college, and professional 
football has been very good for one 
and all ,"  - Mcclendon said. "The 
USFL' s  signing of Herschel Walker to 
a contract before he can play his final 
year of college football has certainly 
damaged our situation. The USFL has 
just slammed the door in our face, and 
it hurts . "  
Tankers ____ from page 9 
sin, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and until the night before. ' '  
Oltio, Padovan added. Padovan said being able to switch 
"The strongest team should be Nor- people to different events the night 
them Michigan, which took second last before will enable him to see who is 
year,"  Padovan noted, adding that 11- swimming for other schools and switch 
linois State arid Western Illinois will his swimmers into other events . 
also be strong opponents for the Pan- · Padovan said he anticipates senior 
thers. · .Ricki Rousey and sophomore Jamie 
"We will definetly have people Pistorio to lead the Panther women in 
swimming in their main strengths,"  the backstroke and individual medley, 
Padovan explained. "We will be able respectively. 
to change people in different events up 
FEELING 
SWAMPED? 
L et the Clas sifie d s  
0 0  a take a le a d  aff 
Yaur Mind 
February 
It likes 
13103 ID 
MM PMSOllS PIOJECT 
�'!�Sky lllD 
DOOR ·  
BUSTER I 
All 
Single 
LP'a 
s4ss 
All Cauette 
ea. .. 
1h Price 
TAPES 
l l l t l l ! l ! ' ! l ! 1 l l l \ l l t :  
�  SA90 �-: . . 
�--� 
.  ;.. "lo" 
3 For 
$7'' 
40 WTS 
�� C i  : - • ".) ".) . . . • c � · � . $2 J 999 N·R-700 DIGITAL QUARTZ AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER . 
• Quartz synthesizer accuracy • Memory preset 
tuning for 6 AM and 6 FM stat10ns • Pushbutton R $43000 Auto/Manual tuning • Two tape morntor.s • LED eg. tuning meter.  4-digit amber display. subsonic fi lter. 
FM Mute. more 
s�-o� .-,-- �_, ._ . . . - ....===::1 - - . · - ·  :J -==--=- !. =: . ...:. ==- ' $ 1 5 99� 
( 
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w6., 
Gt ., 
· tato trio 
Today 
3 Taco's 
for Only 
$ 1 . 3 3 . 
TASTY MEXICAN FOOD 
.SL 
O PEN :  Sun-Thurs: 1 1 -9 
Fri & Sat: 1 0 :30- 1 0 
\? o�KIJ?� 
uJ \Ic : tdbo1 ?  !-1 \"e"l]il.Ci' 
& Madison 
\ 
. corner of 5th '\ 
Need a taste �, 
of summer . .  
taco trio 
1 1 40 E . Lincoln 
I $ 1 0 . 00 Bring in this coupon $ 1 0 . 00 
I Save 
I Come and}lq with us this fa l l  
I LINCOLN WOOD I PINETREE APTS. 
I $ 1  O .  00 off new tenant security deposit 
I· $ 1  0 .  00 off renewing tenants - 1 st.month rent . 
1 PLUS: We still offer a 1 0% discount 
I (345-2520) VALID U NITL 5-3 1 -83-one p e r  person 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - �  
--rr;. .... -. COUPON ------, 
· n·  · D&D I 
Hobbies I 
7. 1 8 Monroe I 
�_,_, • . '"-Mon. -Fri .  1 - 5 ,  Sat .  1 1 -4 J 
348-0664 I 
ART STUDENTS: I 
Oil  & Acrylic I Paints I 
1 O o/o OFF 1 . I 
� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
Sel I those rtems 
you don't need 
i n  the Classifieds! 
Look for It In the 
classifieds 
Un icorn 20" - $14.90 · Koala 20" - $1 9 .90 
Silk-Screened Print Sale! 
Thu rsday , Feb . 24  & Friday, Feb .  25 9 a .m . -5 p .m . . 
At the Un ion Bridge Lounge rhe cratt oepor 
Pri nts By Argos Design LTD.  
Good w/coupon thru March 5 
� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­r - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - -
E T · ' EVERETT & THOMAS • Sporting Goods 
West side of square 345-471 7  
Save Lady Oceania (teal/blue) . . . . . . . . . . . .  $21 .95 
on Yankee (men's & women's) . .  : . . . . . . . . .  $29.95 
NIKE : w/coupon expires 3/4/83 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _  COUPON - - - - - - - - - - - _ _  - - - ·  ,-. - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - -couPON · - - - - - - -1 
- . 
s1 75 pitchers 
· Good All Day -
� ·  
lJ.IE. J.IAf� PRO.'� 
� 2 ��F any cut 
w/coupon 
Regularly $7 . 00 
All Night 2/24/83 Expires 3/4/83 
� - - - - - ·COUPON ·------ .J  L... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •  
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - coUPON - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---, 
I 
I 
I Tune-u p  Specials!  
4 cyl. . . · · · · · · · $4288 Prices include I 
6 cyl . . . . . . . . . . $4688 Parts and Laborl 
a .cy1. . . . . . . . . . $4988 I 
Coupon expires 3/3/83 I 
Lubrication I 
422 Madison 
\ � $1 .99 ! 345-2 1 30 . ··. e I L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �- - - - - - �  � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SAV-MOR 
East Side of Square 
50� 0FF 
ALL Shampoos,  
Cond it ioners ,  
or Deodorants 
except those already on sale 
Baush & Lomb 
On $ale w/coupon . 
Sal ine Solution 
reg . $2 . 89 Now $1 .99 
Dai ly C leaner 
reg. s4.02 Now $2.59 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
